This satirical appraisal of choral societies was written by Kálmán Mikszáth , a famous nineteenth-century novelist who made fun of the attitudes and rituals associated with the singing culture that defined the social life of Hungary in the late nineteenth century. After criticizing the quality of their voices, Mikszáth mocked the pride and eagerness of choirs to win prizes at singing competitions. He ridiculed the prize-winning ceremony at the national song festival held in Debrecen in 1882, where the jury had to give some sort of certificate to almost every participant in order to avoid a scandalous fight among the choral societies who all claimed to have delivered the best performance. When they returned home with their prizes, each choral society was celebrated with great pomp and circumstance by passionate crowds who took pride in the extraordinary achievements of their melodious townsmen.
Choral societies were a matter of prestige that involved whole communities, and sometimes divided them. They provided for many happy occasions advancing social cohesion, but often they became the breeding grounds for political conflicts and class struggles. According to the writer Ferenc Móra , who published a history of the choral society in Szeged, political oppression forged unity, while liberty created dissent among the people. After the Ausgleich of 1867,3 some 'good Hungarians' formed a green-tag party and wanted to elect a mayor who supported the Austro-Hungarian compromise, while the 'even better Hungarians,' cherishing the memory of the failed anti-Habsburg revolution of 1848, formed a white-tag party and campaigned for a mayor who did not disavow this revolutionary heritage. In order to resolve this excruciating difference, an anonymous cartoonist proposed to have both candidates sit on a hot stove, and the one who remained seated the longest should become the new mayor of Szeged. However simple and effective this solution might have seemed, the elections were not decided by the hot-stove method. Instead, the city of Szeged itself became a hot hell for a while. The Greens and the Whites did not greet each other, did not shop in the same stores, and did not frequent the same pubs. "The Whites were cursing the Germans in the Zrínyi Restaurant on the church square, while the Greens were glorifying the homeland in the Grapevine pub. Of course, where patriots are so divided even over drinking matters, singing will also reflect dissonance."4 The director of the first choral society in Szeged, Ede Hánki, was a white-tagged 'true' Hungarian, whose relentlessly temperamental and outspoken nature became the source of much irritation among the Greens, who eventually paid him back for all the discomfort by establishing their own 'élite' choral society. The differences between the old and the new 'élite' society were magnified by the two local newspapers, who were looking for dramatic stories. Finally the 'élite' choral society fell apart and Hánki, with all the active members of his choral society, founded a new choir which he called the 'civic' choral society, as against the 'élite' one that had been disbanded. This 'civic' society was active, and there was hardly any charity in the town which the society did not support.5
